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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit to the right.
A customer has aggregated budgets for products by year and month. Actual data is stored at a
more detailed transaction level and so a one-to-many relationship exists between the Budgets
to Actuals table.
Budgets have been assigned for all months of the current year, but there are only transactions
up to the current month of October. There are transactions for products that were not assigned
budgets.
How can a developer remove the synthetic key automatically generated by QlikView and be
able to analyze budgets and actuals by product, month, and year?
A. create a concatenated key of Product-Year-Month in both the Budgets and Actuals table and
comment out the individual fields in the Budgets table
B. load the Actuals table, and when loading the Budgets table, use Outer Join to join the
BudgetAmount field to the Actuals table
C. load the Actuals table, and when loading the Budgets table, rename fields Year and Month to
BudgetYear and BudgetMonth
D. load the Actuals table, and when loading the Budgets table, use the Concatenate function to
append the Budgets table to the Actuals table
Answer: D
Explanation:
Topic 3, Create the QlikView Associative Data Model

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
The administrator can see the traps for the failed login attempts, but cannot see the traps of
successful login attempts. What command is needed to resolve the issue?
A. Configure logging history 2
B. Configure logging history 3
C. Configure logging history 5
D. Configure logging history 4
Answer: C
Explanation:
By default, the maximum severity sent as a syslog trap is warning. That is why you see syslog
traps for login failures. Since a login success is severity 5 (notifications), those syslog messages
will not be converted to traps. To fix this, configure:

Note:
The syntax of login block is:
login block-for seconds attempts tries within seconds

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option A
B. Option C
C. Option E
D. Option B
E. Option D
Answer: B,D
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